
 

 
T-She lte r Clus te r Mee ting  

29 July 2010, UN Base, Leogane, 13:00 – 15:00 

 
AGENDA 
 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
2. Information Management: zoning, beneficiary referral 
3. CCCM: Return Strategy 
4. Contingency planning 
5. SC Partners’ Field updates 
6. Other points 
            a) Shelter/NFI Cluster Products Survey 
 
 
Participants 
Organisation  Name   Title 
Shelter Cluster  Peter Rees  Coordinator 
Sheter Cluster  Lucien Lefcourt  Deputy Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Irma Velazquez  Field Hub Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Lenka Blanárová  Field Hub Deputy Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Minu Kumar Limbu Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Catalina Jaime Sanchez Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Jackson Lochard  Assistant Shelter Cluster       
ACTED   Aurelie Ferry  Shelter Program Manager 
ACTED   Christopher Hudson CCCM Program Manager   
APY   Castrenze Campanecca Project Coordinator 
APY   Colagene  Assistant Coordinator 
Architecs d’Urgence Arthur Allio  Project Coordinator 
Architects d’Urgence Jerome Guillaunot  
Canadian Red Cross Valerie Baron  Community Outreach Delegate 
Canadian Red Cross Patrick Robitaille  Shelter Program Manager 
CARE   Sotirios Gountas  Shelter Manager 
CARE   Raghusram  Shelter&Settlement 
Caritas Austria  Andrea Zauner  Project Officer 
Caritas Austria  Michel Brunard  Project Assistant 
Caritas PAP  Pierre Berthony  Site Coordinator 
Caritas Suisse  Annick Genson 
Cordaid   Michiel Mollen  Shelter Field Officer 
Cordaid   Jip Nelissen  Field Oficer 
CRWRC  Ron Fuller  IRM 
German Red Cross Isabel Ganoza  Shelter Delegate 
GOAL   Michel Turcotte  Communication Manager 
GOAL   Akbar Nazim  Assistant Shelter Manager 
Good Neighbours  Roh Kyung-hoo  Programme Officer 
GTZ   Adi Walker  Technical Advisor 
IFEWA   Jyoti Choi  Regional Project Director 
InterSOS  Stephanie Puccctti Camp Manager 
IOM   Michel Tia  CCCM Cluster Officer   
JICA   Cuauhtémoc Abarca  
LWF   Amedee Christophe Shelter Manager 
LWF   Carmen Rodrigues Emergency Programme Manager 
Medic Haiti  Ulysse Chenet  Director   
SASH   Melanie Coull  Program Manager 
Spanish Red Cross Celia Pastor  Shelter Delegate 
Spanish Red Cross Maria Pereira  Shelter Delegate 
Tearfund  Tom Newby  Construction Advisor 
UNDP   Kenneth Chulley  Early Recovery Cluster Lead 
UN Habitat  Valentina Evangelisti Shelter&Settlement Recovery Advisor 
 



 

 
 

 
 

1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
Special recognition to all participants representing 25 agencies intervening within the Shelter Cluster 
in Leogane and Gressier.  
Warm welcome to Mr. Kenneth Chulley, Early Recovery Cluster Coordinator in Leogane, who 
participated in the meeting for the first time and thus completed a triangle of viable inter-cluster 
cooperation between SC, CCCM and ER.  

 
2. Information Management: zoning, beneficiary referral 
The IM team commenced its presentation by presenting a new draft of Shelter Assistance Summary. 
Participants were encouraged to review their respective numbers and approach IM team if changes 
were necessary. In order to assure a precise representation of ongoing and planned shelter 
activities, participants were requested to report to SC any players who may not be coordinating 
their intervention in the field. 

 
In addition, the IM team re-introduced a zoning map for Leogane which was produced some time 
ago in cooperation with city engineers and interested agencies. The map needs to be revisited to take 
account of new players and developments working in the region. Participants were requested to 
consult the map after the meeting and report all changes related to their zones of 
coordination/implementation. 
 
To conclude, the IM team presented large-scale printouts of Leogane/Gressier satellite imagery 
which should facilitate coordination of activities within SC, namely an identification of potential 
gaps and overlaps. In addition, these maps will be used during the  ongoing exercise of contingency 
planning. Interested agencies should contact the IM team to receive electronic copies of these tools. 

 
3. CCCM: Return strategy 

A CCCM representative provided a valuable insight on developments in the respective area  in 
Leogane and Gressier.  
 
According to the latest DTM data both communes register 333 IDP sites which provide a temporary 
housing solution to 61,121 people. Despite a rather elevated number, only 12 of these in Leogane 
and 2 in  Gressier have a camp manager (InterSOS, ACTED, IEDA Relief, SASH). The survey also 
discloses that 2,138 owners could return home if pertinent repairs were done on their homes. In 
addition, 4,746 owners could return home if they were provided an assistance in terms of rubble 
removal/transitional shelters.  A CCCM representative made an appeal to all participating agencies 
encouraging them to reinforce their working relationships across the sectors which should speed up a 
delivery of aid to the affected population.  
 
Acted provided a valuable proof of such cooperation when they reported a successful return of 10 
families from the camp Parc Gérald Christophe under their management to new T-shelters erected in 
cooperation with Samaritan’s Purse.  
 
A CCCM representative informed partners that they can submit an Access Request Form to retrieve 
selected data from DTM database. For more information and assistance agencies can contact: 
Mr. Michel Tia  MTia@iom.int 

 
 
4. Contingency planning 

Participants were familiarised with a comprehensive summary of a contingency planning survey in 
Leogane and Gressier. The survey reveals that the majority of agencies in the field is not prepared to 
face a potential emergency resulting from a very active hurricane season predicted in the region this 
year.  
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SASH informed that the first batch of ShelterBox tents (800) arrived in country and awaits a 
customs clearance.  
 
Medic Haiti announced an availability of approximately 1000 family tents (5-6 families), currently 
in stock in PAP, Leogane and in other locations. 
 
IFRC has 17 storage points with 1000 pre-positioned cat. 4 emergency kits in each (2 tarps, rope, 
poles); WFP has 27 warehouses at their disposal.  
 
LWF announced a completion of 40 (out of 60) hurricane-proof transitional schools which can be 
used as evacuation centres in case of emergency.  
 
It was suggested that contingency plans should be discussed and consolidated on a „UN“, „Red 
Cross/Red Crescent“ and „NGO“ platform and then further centralized by working group 
representing all three levels of coordination. 
 
Participants were reminded that it is indeed the government which identifies an imminent crisis and 
activates risk reduction (evacuation notice, public safety information, preparation of emergency 
shelters etc) and response preparedness activities (movement of stocks, vehicles, telecoms, etc. to 
anticipated operations area).  
 
Certain agencies brought attention of the forum to the hesitation of donors to finance contingency 
stocks. SC promised to develop a strategy during the next SAG meeting in order to provide 
incentives to donors to release funds in this respect.  

 
5. SC Partners‘ field updates 

 
• A potential overlap between partners in Macombre, Savanne and Gressier to be clarified on 

a bilateral basis.  
 

Partners were encouraged to strenghten their working relations and be opened 
towards „beneficiary swapping“ if they are not in a position to implement their T-
shelter programmes despite the completed assessment phase. The prime objective is to 
provide aid to beneficiaries in a timely manner. 

 
• Tearfund announced the start of the construction phase of their T-shelter programme.  
• CARE finished its 65th T-shelter; GTZ 155,  SASH in cooperation with Samaritan’s Purse 

20. 
• Caritas Austria: a model house built in Morne a Chandelle. 
• Caritas Suisse: 1700 permanent houses to be built in Petit Boucan, 4 prototypes completed. 
 
• Plastic sheeting 

Certains CASECs oppose the installation of T-shelters with plastic sheeting.  
The mayor of Jacmel has already banned them. 
It was suggested that partners revisit their designs and consider using locally available 
materials which are readily available and earthquake resistant. 
SC promised to revisit „price limit per T-shelter“ during the next SAG meting. 
Cordaid has built 11 model houses with different facades and invites other partners to visit. 
 

• An area around Carrefour Dufour is not covered by T-shelter partners. SASH has carried out 
preliminary assessments which they are ready to share with interested agencies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
• All agencies are invited to assist in an Early Recovery Cluster meeting on Wednesday 4 

August 2010 at 14.00 in UNDP container at UN Base in Leogane. 
 

• All agencies are invited to assist in a meeting with National Centres for Prevention of 
Disasters of Mexico and Japan on 5 August 2010 at 11.00 at Ayuda Camp in Leogane. 
 

 
 
Next Meeting: 
THURSDAY 5 AUGUST 2010 AT 13.00 IN OCHA MEDIA ROOM AT UN BASE, LEOGANE.  
 
 
 
Shelter Cluster Contacts  www.shelterhaiti.org 
 
Coordinator: Irma Velazquez, e: shelterhaiti2010coord1@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 4960 
Acting Deputy Coordinator: Jackson Lochard, e: shelterhaiti2010.data3@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 5483 
Information Manager: Minu Kumar Limbu  e: shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com, t: (509) 3466 2802 

   Catalina Jaime Sanchez shelterhaiti2010.im6@gmail.com t: 509 3900 7269 
Technical Coordinator: shelterhaiti2010.tech1@gmail.com 

http://www.shelterhaiti.org/�
mailto:shelterhaiti2010.im6@gmail.com�
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